All questions worth 4 points.

Ioana likes pets very much. At home she has a cat, a dog, an aquarium with fish and lots of toys representing animals.

Daily schedule
6:00 am - wake up
7:00 am - eat breakfast
8:00 am - 12:00 - school
1:00 - 2:00 pm - lunch
3:00 - 4:00 pm - do homework
4:00 - 7:00 pm - play time
7:00 - 8:00 pm - dinner
9:00 pm - go to bed

1. How many pets does Ioana have?
   A) two  
   B) nine  
   C) eight  
   D) thirteen  
   E) twelve

2. What pets does Ioana have?
   A) a cat, a dog and a horse  
   B) a cat, a rabbit and a penguin  
   C) an elephant, a cat and a dog  
   D) a cat, a dog and fish  
   E) a rabbit, an elephant, a penguin and a horse
3. According to Ioana’s schedule, what does she have to do between 3 and 4 pm?

   A) eat lunch  B) have a rest  C) do her homework
   D) play       E) go to school

4. What did actually Ioana do between 3:00 – 3:30 pm?

   A) did homework  B) played with her pets  C) played with children
   C) ate          D) read

5. According to Ioana’s schedule, how long is she late with doing her homework?

   A) an hour and a half  B) half an hour  C) a quarter of an hour
   D) two hours and a quarter  E) an hour and a quarter

6. What animals do Ioana’s toys represent?

   A) a cat, an elephant, a rabbit, a penguin  B) a horse, a dog, a rabbit, a penguin
   C) a horse, an elephant, a dog, a cat       D) a horse, an elephant, a cat, a penguin
   E) a horse, an elephant, a rabbit, a penguin

7. Which animal represented by Ioana’s toys can reach the highest weight?

   A) the horse  B) the whale  C) the elephant
   D) the rabbit  E) the penguin
8. ... is a wild animal which lives in liberty in Europe.

A) The cow  
B) The kangaroo  
C) The sheep  
D) The deer  
E) The elephant

9. ... is a big domestic animal of Europe.

A) The elephant  
B) The cow  
C) The tiger  
D) The cat  
E) The giraffe

10. On the front cover on the right, there is a picture of .... .

A) the mountain peaks  
B) the Black Sea  
C) the river delta  
D) a fir forest  
E) a salt mine
11. People keep ... for milk, meat and wool.
   A) sheep         B) horses         C) cows
   D) cats          E) rabbits

12. Which animal does not eat meat?
   A) fox            B) wolf           C) deer
   D) bear           E) cat

Rabbits are very cute animals, but they are rarely used as pets. Ioana chose some photographs of the most interesting rabbit breeds and wrote down the maximum weight these rabbits can reach.

**The Belgian Hare**
- **Weight:** 10 kg
- The Belgian Hare is known to be responsive to handling, particularly when trained from an early age.

**The English Lop**
- **Weight:** 6 kg
- It is one of the oldest breeds of domestic rabbits known to man.

**The Vienna Blue**
- **Weight:** 5 kg
- The color of these rabbits is plain dark steel with a shade of blue.

**The Rex Rabbit**
- **Weight:** 4 kg
- They have short dense plush velvet-like fur.

**The Havana**
- **Weight:** 3 kg
- They are very friendly.
13. Which rabbit can reach the biggest weight?
A) The Belgian Hare  B) The English Lop  C) The Vienna Blue
D) The Rex Rabbit   E) The Havana

14. Which rabbit has the smallest weight?
A) The Belgian Hare  B) The English Lop  C) The Vienna Blue
D) The Rex Rabbit   E) The Havana

15. The oldest domestic breed of the rabbits is ....
A) The Belgian Hare  B) The English Lop  C) The Vienna Blue
D) The Rex Rabbit   E) The Havana

16. Which rabbit is very friendly?
A) The Belgian Hare  B) The English Lop  C) The Vienna Blue
D) The Havana  E) The Rex Rabbit
Ioana is talking to her friends about animals.

It's a great idea. You will have a good friend!

A pet needs exercise, food and water, vaccines and training. Can you look after it?

I wish I had a pet!

You may adopt a cat from the animal shelter.

Pets teach us to respect all the living beings.

17. Who wants a pet?

A) Cristi   B) Ioana   C) Mihai
D) Irina   E) Radu

18. What does adopt a cat mean?

A) The cat becomes a member of your family.
B) To give a name to a cat.
C) To like a cat.
D) To play with a cat all the time.
E) To give a cat as a present.

19. Cristi believes that a cat will be for his owner ....

A) a burden   B) a great worry   C) a toy
D) a friend   E) an experience
20. In order to be healthy, the cat doesn’t need ... .

A) food  
B) daily exercise  
C) TV programs
D) vaccines  
E) fresh air

Ioana, Irina, Mihai, Radu and Cristi brought to school photographs of their pets.

Look at the pictures and answer questions 21-24.
21. Who has a bird?

A) Ioana  B) Irina  C) Mihai
D) Cristi  E) Radu

22. What animal does Cristi look after?

A) a rabbit  B) a cat  C) a dog
D) a fish  E) a squirrel

23. Irina has a dog of the ... dog breed.

A) Collie  B) Pug  C) German Shepherd
D) Beagle  E) Golden Retriever

24. What pet does Radu have?

A) a rabbit  B) a cat  C) a dog
D) a parrot  E) a squirrel

Good Luck